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ABSTRACT 
To each triple (n&u) of non-negative integers satisfying a+ p+ y =3 there 
corresponds the class of 3 x 3 real matrices M such that the inertia In(MD) = (a$,~) 
for every 3 X 3 positive definite diagonal matrix D. Each such class is characterized 
by giving algebraic conditions which the principal minors of its members satisfy. 
These characterizations are obtained as corollaries of a general theorem on the roots 
of real homogeneous polynomials of order 3 and degree 3, and they make it possible 
to characterize for 3 X 3 matrices (1) those M such that In(MD) = In (D) 
for all diagonal D and (2) those M such that MD is stable if and only if D is stable. 
The latter is the n - 3 case of the original definition of D-stability due to Arrow and 
McManus [l] and Enthoven and Arrow [3]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The inertia In(z,,. ..,.z,) of a list zl,. . .,z,, of complex numbers is the 
triple of integers whose entries are respectively the number of i’s for which 
Req > 0, the number with Rez, < 0, and the number with Req =O. The 
inertia of a polynumial is the inertia of any list of its roots in which each root 
appears exactly as often as its multiplicity. The inertia of a square matrix is 
the inertia of its characteristic polynomial. 
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Throughout this article p(w, x, y,z) will denote the real polynomial 
where d, a, b, c,A, B, C E R; or, more succinctly, p (w, x, y,z) = w3 - tw2 + uw 
- o, where t = u3c + by + cz, u = Ayz + Bxx + Cxy, and v = dxyz. The theo- 
rems give characterizing conditions on the coefficients d,a,. . . , C under 
which p(w,x, y,x), considered as a polynomial in w, has some special inertial 
behavior for certain ranges of values of x, y, Z. The kinds of inertial behavior 
and the ranges for r,y,z which are discussed were selected so that the 
resulting theorems answer questions in matrix theory. 
The connection between p(w, x, y,z) and matrix theory is this. Let 
M = ( mii) be a 3 x 3 real matrix, and denote its principal minors by d = det M, 
a = m,,, b=%2, c=m,, A = rnz2rna - m,,m,, B = m,,m, - m,,m13, C = 
m11m22 - 17221’11112. If D=diag(x,y,z), then p(w,x,y,z) is just det(wI- MD), 
the characteristic polynomial of MD. However, not every polynomial 
p(w,x, y,z) arises as a characteristic polynomial; e.g., let d= a = b = c =0, 
A = - B = C= 1. So theorems about p(w, x, y,z) are more general than those 
about (the characteristic polynomials of) matrices. Moreover, the statements 
and proofs are no more complicated. 
We now describe the matrix theory problems which inspired and are 
solved by the theorems in this paper. Although these are actually problems 
about n X n matrices, we have solved them only for the case n = 3, and this 
may be both the first interesting case and the last tractable one. On the one 
hand, in lower dimensional cases (where the solutions can be determined 
without difficulty by straightforward computation, or can be derived as 
corollaries from our results), the results are all just statements about the signs 
of the principal minors or the sum of two principal minors. However, when 
n = 3 a more complicated condition relating square roots of principal minors 
occurs. On the other hand, the complexity of the rr = 3 case suggests that for 
n > 4 solutions will be quite difficult to obtain. 
Let 93’ be the multiplicative group of 3X3 diagonal matrices with 
positive diagonal entries, and let %a denote the 3 X 3 real matrices. Theo- 
rem 3.4 characterizes those M E %, for which In(MD) = In(M) for every 
D E 93’. And these M’s are exactly those satisfying In( DMD) = In( M) for 
every D E 9:. (For note that DMD is similar to MD2, so In(DMD) = 
In( MD’), and that D /+ D” is an automorphism of gz .) Alternatively, 
considering the group actions (1) (M, D) t+ MD and (2) (M, D) t+ DMD, one 
may say that Theorem 3.4 describes, for each action, which matrices 
generate orbits consisting of matrices with the same inertia. Since the 
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elements of 93 are Hermitian, the second action may be viewed as 
conjunctivity. D. G. Hook [7l found the orbits of constant inertia for the 
conjunctive action (M, S) B S*MS of the group of nonsingular matrices on 
the n x n complex matrices. The problems are analogous, but the techniques 
and results are quite different. 
A matrix M E 91L3 is D-stuble provided that its orbit M 9; contains only 
(positive) stable matrices, i.e., matrices of inertia (3,0,0). The 3 X3 D-stable 
matrices were characterized in [2]. If Reh > 0 for every eigenvalue X of every 
matrix in the orbit M 9: of M E x3, then M is called D-semistable. These 
matrices are characterized in Theorem 3.5, which shows that they constitute 
the topological closure in Ra of the D-stable matrices. The D-semistable 
matrices ME Em, whose orbits contain both stable and nonstable matrices 
are characterized in Theorem 3.6. 
Sylvester’s theorem for n X 12 matrices, saying that In(S*HS) =In(H) 
whenever S is invertible and H is Hermitian, can be rewritten, using the 
similarity of S*HS and SS*H, as “In(SS*H)=In(H) if S is invertible and 
H = H*“. In [lo] this was generalized to “In(MH) = In(H) for all Hermitian 
H if ReM is positive definite”. Positive definiteness of ReM can be shown to 
characterize those n in matrices M which are inertially neutral when 
forming products with Hermitian matrices H, i.e., which satisfy In(MH) = 
In(H). The analogous inertial neutrality question of which M E ??I& satisfy 
In( MD) = In(D) f or every D E q3, the 3 X 3 real diagonal matrices, is thor- 
oughly analyzed in Sec. 4. Corollary 4.1 does it for the nonsingular D E ?i$; 
Lemma 4.2 handles the singular D E g3, and finally Theorem 4.3 settles it 
for all of 9s. 
As originally defined by Arrow and McManus [l] and Enthoven and 
Arrow [3], an n X n real matrix M was D-stable if and only if {D E Gi), : MD 
is stable } = 9:. It is not hard to see that this definition coincides with the 
one we are using when n = 1,2. Theorem 4.4 characterizes those M E a3 
which satisfy this original definition of D-stable, thus permitting careful 
comparison with the current definition which is characterized in Theorem 
3.4(vii). 
All the classes of matrices which we characterize are invariant under 
multiplication by members of “3:, similarities implemented by permutation 
matrices, the taking of transposes, and the taking of inverses (when that is 
possible). That our characterizing conditions clearly display their invariance 
under these actions is one of their virtues. 
Information on the occurrence of diagonal multiples of matrices in 
applications can be found in [l], [3], [4], or by pursuing the bibliography 
entries in [9]. 
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2. NOTATION 
Here are some terms and notation which will be used in succeeding 
sections. Saying that a pair (x,X) is positive will mean that both x and X are. 
The same goes for: negative, zero, nonpositive, non-negative. A pair (x,X) is 
unbalanced if xX = 0 and ] x] + ] X ] # 0; otherwise it is bukmced. Describing 
the coefficients a, b,c,A,B, C as “balanced” (or “unbalanced”) means that 
the pairs (GA), (b,B), (c,C) are balanced (or at least one pair is unbal- 
anced). We put e(r) =0 if x=0 and = x/Ix] otherwise; we set 
A=e(A)a +e(B)m +e(C)m . 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Since we shall frequently need to determine the inertia of w3 - tw2 + uw 
- u from its coefficients, we include some (easy to prove) special cases of the 




(LW) t>O, u>o, tu-v=o 
(23 0, 1) t>o, u>o,lJ=o 
(LL 1) u<o, v=o 
(W,O) u>O,min{t,tu-Vu)<0 
(3,0,0) t>O, v>o, tu-u>o. 
The key to the main theorem, Theorem 3.4, is 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p(w,x,y,z) be a real polynomial of the form 
w3 - (ux + by + cz)w” + (Ayz + Bx.z + Cxy)w - dxyz. 
Then In(p(*,x,y,z))=(l,2,0)for all x,y,z,>O iffd >0 and either: 
(1) u,b,c<O or A,B,C<O, or 
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(2) one of the pairs (a,A), (b,B), (c,C) is positive while the other two 
are non-positive and either: 
(a) A < fi and a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced, or 
(b) A < fi and a, b, c, A, B, C are unbalanced. 
Proof, We write p (w, x, y,z) = w3 - tw2 + uw - v, where t = ax + by + 
cz, u = A yz + Bxz + Cxy, and v = dxyz. 
Assume that In(p(.,x,y,z))=(l,2,0) for all x,y,z>O, i.e., min{t,tu-v}< 
0 and 0 > 0 for all x, y, x > 0. To prove “d > 0 and either (1) or (2)” it suffices 
-since the positivity of d is obvious-to obtain a contradiction from the 
assumption that (1) and (2) do not hold. 
Since (1) fails, at least one of a, b,c and at least one of A,B, C are 
positive. Claim: If a > 0, then B, C < 0. Were B > 0, setting x = 1, y = z2 and 
picking z > 0 small enough would make t, tu - v > 0, which would contradict 
min{ t, tu - v} < 0. Similarly C < 0, and the claim is established. It follows 
thatA>Oifa>O.SimilarlyoneshowsthatB>Oifb>OandC>Oifc>0. 
Thus we can and do change the notation, if necessary, so that a, A > 0 
and b,c,B,C<O. 
We now assume A > fi and the coefficients are balanced, or A> fl 
and the coefficients are unbalanced, and we derive a contradiction. This is 
done by finding x, y,z>O such that In( p(.,x, y,x))#(1,2,0). For A> fi, 
this is accomplished in the following lemma. 
LEMMA~.~ Let d>O, a,A>O, b,c,B,C<O, and A>fl. Then there 
exist x, y,z > 0 such that Inp(. , x, y,z)) = (3,0,0). 
Proof. ByLemma3.1weneedtofindx,y,.z>Osuchthatt>O,tu--> 
0, 0 > 0. Since d >O, v = dxyz will be positive for all x, y,,z >O. Since 
A>fi,thepair(a,A) must be positive. Note that tu - u can be written 
(&d))xyz-z(mx-$?& y)2-y(~r-6&)2 
+x(vm y-vi3z)2. 
We set x = m . If (b, B) is balanced, we set y = m (convention: 
O/O = 1); otherwise y is left unspecified. Likewise z = m , or is unspeci- 
fied if (c, C) is unbalanced. Then if all pairs are balanced, we have t = A > 0, 
tu - v = (A2 - d)xyx > 0, and we are finished. 
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tU=&d_T+ 
(v?z y-Gsj2 
XYZ YZ ’ 
where 
If (b,B) is balanced, then by + a =0 = lfTi - m because 
y= m, and if (b,B) is unbalanced, y >0 can be picked to make both 
Jby + v%B ) = Jbyl and ]q - VGy ) arbitrarily small. The same 
statement holds for (c, C), cz + &C , q - G , cz, and z. Thus T 
can be made arbitrarily small and (since A>O) t positive by appropriately 
selecting y,z > 0. Since A2 - d >O, it follows that there exist x, y,z >0 such 
that t > 0 and (tu - ~)/xyz > 0 and thus tu - u > 0. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.3. n 
We now return to the proof of Lemma 3.2. If A= fl and the 
coefficients are balanced, we choose x, y,z as in the lemma and note that 
t=A>O and tu-u=(A2-d)ryz=O. Thus In(p(.,x,y,z))#(1,2,0) by 
Lemma 3.1. 
Conversely, we assume that d > 0 and (1) or (2) holds. Then u > 0 for all 
x, y,,z > 0. Assume (1) holds and let x, y,.z >O. Then at least one of t,u < 0. 
Thus if tu > 0, then t < 0. Of course, if tu < 0, then tu -v <O. Therefore, 
min{t,tu-u}<O, and by Lemma 3.1 In(p(.,x,y,z))=((l,2,0) for all x,y,z 
>o. 
If (2) holds, we again assume (without loss) that a,A > 0, and b, c, B, C < 
0. Since by Lemma 3.1 we wish to prove min{ t, tu - U} < 0, it suffices to 
show that if t > 0, then tu - 0 < 0. 
First we consider the special case x = y = z = 1. Here t = a + b + c, u = A 
+ B + C, u = d. Since we are assuming that t > 0, we may as well assume that 
t>O and u>O, because when t=O or u<O, clearly tu--u<O. 
Case 1. Suppose A < 0. Then v%% < a + V%C , and squaring this 
inequality shows that S E aA - bB - CC - 2m < 0. Some tedious alge- 
bra shows that 
tu-o=t(B+C)+(b+c)u+bC -V%)‘-d+S. 
Thus tu-u<o. 
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G(&zA -a) ’ 
a+b 1. 
So if A<fl, then tu-u<O. If A=fi and a,...,C are unbalanced, then 
either (b, B) or (c, C) is unbalanced. If (b, B) is unbalanced, then 
w - 6%% #O and so tu - c < 0. If (c, C) is unbalanced, then V% 
-V?% =A#O. Thus 6? -[GA/(a+b)]#O and tn-u<O. This 
completes the case x = y = 2 = 1. 
For arbitrary x, y,z > 0 we write t = a’ + b’ + c’, n = A’ + B’ + C’, u = d’, 
where a’ = ax, b’ = by, c’ = cz, A’ = Ayz, B’ = Bxz, C’= Cxy, and d’ = dxyz. 
Then a’,A’ > 0 and b’, c’, B’, C’ < 0. Since d, a,. . . , C satisfy (1) or (2) it is easy 
to see that d’, a’, . . . , C’ do also. The argument given in the preceding 
paragraph now applies to d’, a’, . . . , C’ and shows that min{ t,tn--u} <0 for 
all x,y,~>O. n 
Our main theorem characterizes those polynomials p(w, x, y,z) for which 
(x,y~) b In( p(.,x,y,z)) is constant for all x, y, z > 0. The theorem has ten 
parts, one for each of the possible inertias of a cubic polynomial. The 
characterizing conditions are algebraic relations of the coefficients and 
restrictions on their signs. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p (w, x, y, z) be a real polynomial of the fm w3 - (ax 
+by+cz)w2+(Ayz+ Bxz+Cxy)w-dxyn. 




if and only if 
d=a=b=c=O, A,B,C>O (0 has multiplicity 1 
or 3 as A + B + C is positive or zero). 
d > 0, fi = A, and either 
(a) one of the pairs (a, A), (b, B), (c, C) is posi- 
Hue and the other two are zero (then 0 is not 
a root), or 
(b) a,b,c>O, a+b+c>O, and A=B=C=O 
(then 0 is a double root). 
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(iii) (0,192) 
(4 (2,0,1) 






d<O, m =h, and either 
(a) one of the pairs (- a,A), (- b,B), (- c, C) is 
positive and the other two are zero (then 0 is 
not a root), or 
(b) a,b,c<O, a+b+c<O, and A=B=C=O 
(then 0 is a double root). 
d=O; a,b,c>O; a+b+c>O; A,B,C>O; A+B 
+c>o. 
d=O; A,B,C<O; A+B+C<O. 
d=O; a,b,c<O; a+b+c<O; A,B,C>O; A+B 
+c>o. 
d>O; one of the pairs (a,A), (b,B), (c,C) is 
positive and the other two are non-negatiue, and 
either 
(a) fl <il and a, b,c,A, B, C are balanced, or 
(b) a < h and a, b, c,A, B, C are unbalanced. 
d<O and either (1) a,b,c>O or A,B,C<O; or (2) 
one of the pairs (-a,A), (-b,B), (-c,C) is 
positive while the other two are non-positive, and 
either 
(a) A< fl and a, b,c,A, B, C are balanced, 
or 
(b) A< m and a,b,c,A,B,C are unbal- 
anced. 
d>Oandeither(l)a,b,c<OorA,B,C<O;or(2) 
one of the pairs (a,A), (b,B), (c,C) is positive 
while the other two are nonpositiue, and either 
(a) A< fl and a,b,c,A,B,C are balanced, or 
(b) A & fi and a, b, c,A, B, C are unbalanced. 
d<O; one of the pairs (-a,A), (-b,B), (-c,C) 
is positive and the other two are non-negative, 
and either 
(a) m <A and a, b,c,A, B, C are balanced, 
or 
(b) m < A and a, b, c,A, B, C are unbal- 
anced. 
Proof. Set q(w,x,y,z)= -p(-w,x,y,z). Then In(p(.,r,y,z))=(a,P,y) 
if and only if In( q(- ,1c, y,x)) = ( /3,a, y). Moreover, q is obtained from p by 
replacing the coefficients a, b, c, d with - a, - b, - c, - d respectively, so q 
has the same form as p. It follows that the conditions on the coefficients of p 
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which characterize “Inp(. , x, y, z)) = (a, ,8, 7) for all x, y, z > 0” are precisely 
the conditions which when applied to the coefficients of q will characterize 
“In( q (+ , x, y, z)) = ( ,l3, LX, 7) for all X, y, z > 0”. Examining the conditions given 
in (ii) and (iii), (iv) and (vi), (vii) and (x), and (viii) and (ix) shows they bear 
precisely this relationship to each other. (Note: We have simplified state- 
ments such as -a > 0 to a S 0.) Hence proving the theorem requires only 
proofs of (i), (ii), (iv), (v), (vii), and (ix). 
We write p(w,x,y,z)=w3-tw’+uw-v, where t=ax+by+cz, u= 
Ayz + Bxz + Cxy, and v = dxyz. In sequel, facts such as “t > 0 for all X, y, z > 
0 if and only if a, b, c > 0 and a + b + c > 0” will often be used implicitly. 
We now begin with (i). From Lemma 3.1 we see that the appropriate 
conditions on the coefficients of p are that t=O, u > 0, and v =0 for all 
x,y,z>O. That is, a=b=c=d=OandA,B,C>O. 
For (ii) the conditions are t > 0, u > 0, tu - u =0 for all X, y,z > 0. The 
vanishing of the polynomial 
tzL-v=(uax+by+cz) (Ayx+Bxz+Cxy)-dxyz 
for all x, y,.z > 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the coefficient of each of its 
monomials. Hence 
uB=uC=bA=bC=cA=cB=uA+bB+cC-d=O. 
We also have that 
a,b,c>O, u+b+c>O, A,B,C>O, 
since this is equivalent to “t > 0, u > 0 for all X, y,.z > 0”. One solution to 
these conditions is obtained if A = B = C=O, and it is d =A = B = C= 0; 
a, b, c > 0; a + b + c > 0. (In this case 0 is a double root.) Consider now the 
other case, namely that at least one of A, B, C, say A, is positive. Solving the 
equations and inequalities above gives a > 0, b = c = B = C = 0, and A2 = aA 
= d > 0. Had we assumed that B > 0, we would, of course, have obtained the 
analogous result with (b, B) the positive pair. Likewise for C. This establishes 
(ii). 
The inertia is (2,0,1) for all X, y,z > 0 if and only if t, u > 0, 0 = 0 for all 
x, y,z > 0; or, equivalently, d = 0; a, b, c,A, B, C > 0; a + h + c > 0; A + B + C 
>O. Thus (iv) is proven. 
For (v) we need u<O, u=O for all x,y,z,>O; that is, d=O; A,B,C<O; 
andA+B+C<O. 
Part (ix) is the result in Lemma 3.2; (vii) is contained in [2]. The proof of 
the main theorem is now complete. n 
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We call p (&) = w3 - t& + uw - u (positive) stuble if In( p) = (3,0,0) and 
semistable if Rew > 0 for each of its roots w. Now we characterize those 
p(w, x, y, Z) which are semistable for all x, y,.z. 
THEOREM 3.5. The polynomial p(w,x,y,z)=w3-(ax+by+cz)w’+ 
(Ayz + Bxz + Cxy)w - dxyz is semistable for all x, y,z >0 if and only if 
d,a,b,c,A,B,C,A’-d 20. 
Proof. We use the notation p(w, x, y, z) = w3 - tw2 + uw - v and 
yc(w,~,y,~)=p(w-~,~,y,2)=~3-t’w2+~’~-u’.Thent’=36+t,u’=3~2 
+%+u, c’=e3+ te’+Uc+u, and t’u’-u’=8e3+8tE2+2(U+ t’)e+ tu-u. 
Now p is semistable for all x, y,z > 0 iff 92 is stable for all E, x, y,z > 0. By 
Lemma 3.1 qc is stable for all E, x, y,z > 0 iff t’, t’u’ - u’, u’ > 0 for all E, x, y, z > 
0. This can be seen to be equivalent to t, U, tu - u,u > 0 for all x, y,z, > 0 (by 
letting e-+0). 
If t,u,tu-u, u>O for all x,y,.z>O, then clearly d,a ,..., C>O. We wish 
to conclude that A2 - d > 0. This is clear if d =O; so assume d #O. Then 
d > 0, and since tu - dxyz = tu - u > 0 for all x, y, z > 0, it follows that t, u > 0 
forallx,y,z>O.Thusa+b+c>OandA+B+C>0,andhencethelemma 
in [2] applies and says that 
A2-d=inf =:x,y,~>O). 
i 
Since tu-u>O for all x,y,z>O, we have AZ-d 20. 
Conversely if d, a,. . . , C, AZ-d 20, then clearly t,u,u>O for all x,y,z> 
0. Now 
tu-ll=z(vax-a y)” 
Thus tu - u > 0 for all x, y,z > 0, and the converse is established. n 
One might conjecture that if p( w,x, y,z) were semistable for all x, y,z >0 
and stable for some x0, ye,za, then p(w, x, y,x) would be stable for all x, y,z. 
That is, that a root w = w (x, y, Z) of p(w, x, y, z) which started in the open 
right half plane at x=x,,, y = ya, Z= ze and was obliged not to cross the 
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imaginary axis could not touch that axis. Indeed, this can be verified for the 
two-dimensional case where the polynomials are w2 - (ax + by)w + dxy. 
Comparing the last two theorems shows exactly when this conjecture fails: 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose p (to, x, y, z) is semistable for ~11 x, y, z > 0, and is 
stable for some x0, yO,z, > 0. Then there exist x1, yI,z,>O f6r which 
p(w,xl, yl,zl) is not stable if and only if A’= d and the coeflicients a,. . . , C 
are balanced. And in this case at least two of the pairs (a,A), (b,B), (c,C) 
are positive. 
Proof. By part (vii) of Theorem 3.4, if A” = d and the coefficients are 
balanced, then p( w, x, y, z) cannot be stable for all X, y, x > 0. So the converse 
is settled. 
From the semistability for all X, y,~ > 0 we learn that d, u, b, c, A, B, C, A2 
- d > 0. Since p(w, xc,, yo,zJ is stable, Lemma 3.1 shows that 0 > 0 at 
x0, yo,~,, ;so d > 0. Thus A2 b d > 0, and so at least one of the pairs (a, A), 
(b,B), (c, C) must be positive. Say it is (a,A). Now if A’> d, Theorem 3.4(vii) 
shows that p(w, x, y,z) is stable for all X, y, z > 0, a contradiction. Hence 
A2= d, and the same theorem will give the same contradiction if the 
coefficients are unbalanced. So they must be balanced. Since p(w, x0, yO,zO) is 
stable, Lemma 3.1 shows that tu - o > 0 when x = x0, y = yO, z = zcr. But if 
b=c=B=C=O, then tu-v=(aA-d)xyz=(A2-d)xyz=O. Thus one of 
the pairs (b, B), (c, C) must be positive. H 
4. SOME COROLLARIES 
Although the results in this section depend on Theorem 3.4, they 
represent a point of view which, in a sense, is opposite to that of Theorem 
3.4. That theorem characterizes those p( w, x, y, z) for which In( p (. , x, y, z)) is 
independent of x, y, z > 0. In this section we describe instead the p (w, x, y, Z) 
for which In( p(. ,x, y,z)) =14x, y,x) f or all real x, y,z. So here the inertia is 
completely determined by X, y,z. [Of course, the contrast would be sharper 
were x, y,.z permitted to range the same way in both cases. But this leads to 
rather uninteresting answers. Indeed, if In( p(. ,x, y,z)) is to be constant for 
all x, y,z or for all nonzero x, y, z, then p( w, x, y,.z) = w3. And those 
p (w, x, y, z) satisfying In( p (. ,x, y, z)) = In(x, y, Z) for all x, y, .z > 0 are already 
characterized in Theorem 3.4 (vii).] 
We begin by restricting x, y,.z to be nonzero. We will use the notation 
A,=a -a -a, a,=~?% -m-a, A,=- -6% 
-v%. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. In( p(.,x, y,z)) =In(x,y,z) for all nonzero real x,y,z iff 
d>O,a,b,c,A,B,C>O,and 
(a) A,, A,, As < a < A if a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced. 
(b) A,, A,, As < fl < A if a, b, c,A, B, C are unbalanced. 
Proof. If In( p(*,x,y,z))=In(x,y,z) for all nonzero x,y,z, then the 
equality clearly holds for all X, y,z > 0. Thus by Theorem 3.4(vii), d >O, 
a, b, c,A, B, C > 0, and fl <A if a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced, and fi < A if 
they are unbalanced. We will show that if a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced, then 
A1 < fi . Similar arguments would show that As,As < fi , and, when the 
coefficients are unbalanced, that A,, A,, As < a. 
By hypothesis, if x,y,n>O, then In( p(*,x, - y, -z)) =(1,2,0). Let 
$(w,x,Y,z)=w~-(ax-by-cz)w2+(Ayz-Bxz-Cxy)w-dxyz, and notice 
that $(w,x,y~)=p(w,x, -y, -z). Thus In($(*,x,y,z))=(l,2,0) for all 
X, y,z > 0. Applying Theorem 3.4(ix) to $, we discover that if it is not true 
that all of a, - b, - c or A, - B, - C are nonpositive (and thus uA =O, since 
a,A > 0), then exactly one of the pairs (a,A), (-b, -B), (-c, -C) is 
positive [namely (a, A)] while the other two are nonpositive, and 
6% - a - G < fl . In either case we have A, < a as desired. 
We next consider the converse in the case where a, b, c, A, B, C are 
balanced. We will show that for all ordered triples (x, y, Z) with the sign 
pattern (+, -, -), In( p(*,x,y,z))=In(x,y,z). Other sign patterns and the 
unbalanced case can be handled similarly. 
Suppose r>O and y,x<O. By hypothesis d >0 and a,b,c,A,B,C >O. So 
if uA=O, then either all of a,-b,-c or all of A,-B,-C are non- 
positive, and by Theorem 3.4(ix) applied to fi (defined as above), 
In( p(*,x,y,z))=In( 6 (*,x9 - y, -z))=(1,2,O)=In(x,y,z). If aA #O, then 
(a,A) is positive and the pairs (- b, - B), (-c, - C) are nonpositive. By 
h 
7 
othesis m - V% - a =A, < G . So again, by Theorem 3.4(ix), 
In @(.,x,-y, -4)=(L%O), andthusIn(p(*,x,y,z))=In(x,y,z). n 
Next we require that at least one of x,y,z be zero. 
LEMMA 4.2. In(p(.,x,y,z))=In(x,y,z) for all real x,y,z with xyz=O if 
and only if a,b,c,A,B,C>O. 
Proof. Suppose In( p (a , r, y, Z) ) = In( x, y, x) whenever ryz = 0. Choose x = 
1, and y=z=O. Then In( p(.,x,y,z)) must be (1,0,2), and since p(w,x,y,z) 
= w2(w - a) it follows that a >O. Similar arguments with appropriate choices 
of x,y,z show that b>O and c>O. Next choose x=0, y=z=l. In this case 
In( p(*,x,y,4)=(2,0,1) and p(w,x,y,z)=w3-(b+c)w2+Aw. Since A is 
the product of the nonzero roots of p, we have A >O. Similarly, B >0 and 
c>o. 
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Conversely, consider the case x = y = ,z = 0. Then In( p (. ,x, y,,z)) = 
(0,0,3), since p(w,x, y,z) = w 3. If (x, y,z) has exactly one nonzero entry, say 
x# 0, y = z = 0, then In(x, y,z) is either (l,O, 2) or (0, 1,2). In this case 
p(w,x,y,z)=w3-axw2, and a>0 implies that In(r, y,Z)=In( p(.,x, y,z)). 
Finally, suppose (x, y, Z) has exactly one zero ent , say x, y # 0, z = 0. Then 
p(w,x,y,z)=w[w’-(ax+by)w+Cxy]. Thus In p(.,x,y,z)) is (2,0,1) iff r 
ar+by>O, Cxy>O; is (l,l,l) iff Cxy<O; is (0,2,1) iff ax+by<O, Cxy>O. 
Since a, b, C > 0, these three statements can be summarized as 
In( p(-,x, y,z)) =In(x, y,z). n 
Combining these two results, we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. In(p(*,x,y,z))=In(x,y,z) for all real r,y,z iff d,a,b,c, 
A,B,C>O and 
(a) Ai, As, A, < @ <A if a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced, 
(b) Ai, As, A3 < m < A if a, b, c, A, B, C are unbalanced. 
As we explained in the introduction, the next theorem serves to char- 
acterize, for 3 X 3 real matrices, the definition of D-stability due to E&oven 
and Arrow [3] and Arrow and McManus [l]. 
THEOREM 4.4. A necessary ana! s@icient condition for p( . , x, y,r;) to 
have the property 
(*) In(p(.,x,y,z))=(3,0,0) iffIn(x,y,z)=(3,0,0) 
is that all of the following hold: 
(i) d>O, a,b,c,A,B,C>O, 
(ii) AI> $, A3 G a 
(iii) fi <A if a, b, c,A, B, C are balanced, 
(iv) fl < A if a, b, c,A, B, C are unbalanced. 
Proof. Suppose first that p(w,x, y,z) satisfies (*). Then Theorem 3.4 (vii) 
shows (i), (iii), and (iv) are satisfied. Suppose one of the inequalities in (ii) 
does not hold, say A, = \/aA - V?% - a > ti . Then there exist real 
numbers x, > 0, and y,,,q < 0 such that In( p(. , x0, yO,z,,)) = (3,0,0). [To see 
this, change the notation in Lemma 3.3 by replacing b, c, B, C, x, y, z with 
- b, - c, - B, - C, x’, y’,z’ respectively. This does not alter the hypothesis 
that a -m --a >a, i.e., that A,>fi, and p becomes the 
polynomial q(w,“‘,y’,z’)=p(w,x’, - y’, -z’). This new version of Lemma 
3.3 gives values of zJ, y’,.z’ > 0 for which In( 9 (w, x’, y’, z’)) = (3,0,0). Then set 
xg=x’, y,,= - y’,z,= -z’.] But thi s is contrary to (*), since In(x,, ya, za) = 
(1,2,0). Therefore aU of the inequalities A,, 4, A3 < fl hold. 
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Conversely, assume (i)-(iv). Conditions (i), (iii), and (iv), together with 
Theorem 3,4(vii), give the right to left implication in (*). For the other 
implication we examine separately the cases of balanced and unbalanced 
coefficients. 
First consider the case of unbalanced coefficients and note that since 
In( p(.,r,y,z))=(&Q,O), th e constant term of the polynomial in not zero, 
and thus xyz # 0. But then Corollary 4.1 states that, under our hypotheses, 
In( p (a, x, y,z)) = In(r, y,z). Therefore In(x, y,z) = (3,0,0). 
Now assume the coefficients are balanced and In( p (a, x’, y’, z’)) = (3,0,0), 
but that In(x’, y’,z’) # (3,0,0). Since the product of the roots is 0’ = dx’ y’z’ > 
0, we know that In(x’, y’,z’) =(1,2,0). Say x’>O and y’,z’<O. Lemma 3.1 
shows that t’ = ax’ + by’ + cd > 0, t’u’ - d > 0, and thus u’ = Ay’z’ + Bx’z’ + 
Cd y’ > 0. Since y’, z’ < 0, the pair (a, A) must be positive. 
For E>O, let fic(w,x,y,z)=~3-(ax-by-cz)w2+(Ayz-Bxz-Cxy)w 
-(d+ c)xyz, and note that the role of A for $< is played by Al. Since 
A1 < fi ,we have A, < G and thus, by Theorem 3.4(ix), In( $c 
X (.,x,y,z)) =(1,2,0) for all e,~,y,z>O. In particular In( J?~(.,x’, -y’,-z’)) 
= (1,2,0). By Lemma 3.1, min{ t’, t’u’ - d - dy’n’} <O; but since t’ >0, it 
follows that t’u’ - u’ - EX’Y’Z’ < 0 for all E > 0. We conclude that t’u’ - u’ < 0, 
a contradiction. n 
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